
Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc 





A new lifestyle
The one-of-a-kind Villa Eleana is a haven of  stately charm 

and exquisite tranquility. Set in an exclusive enclave discreetly 
distanced from the Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc, it has three 

bedrooms, a private swimming pool and the dedicated services 
of  a personal butler.

Villa Eleana is an unforgettable setting for enchanting 
moments spent with a chosen few.



Among family 
or friends

Villa of  250m²

Three bedrooms with terrace

Marble bathrooms, one of  them with a steam bath shower







For sharing moments
Private den

Dining room

Library

Audiovisual equipment





Feel like at Home
Private lunches and dinners can be served in the 

villa with the services of  a private chef  if  desired.

Chef  available with advance notice required, minimum 48 hours 
(on request and in addition)



At your service
A butler at your entire disposal to meet your expectations and 

enhance your comfort during your stay at the Villa Eleana.





Absolute relaxation
Overlooking the bay of  Juan-les-Pins, the pool graces a beautiful 
landscape enlivened by the fragrance of  citrus trees, whilst the 

spacious terrace on the upper floor presents stunning vistas 
of  pristine gardens and the Mediterranean Sea.



A special place
Offering hospitality and tranquility this private office 

is a quiet space that allows you to work with confidence.



Exclusive access to
Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc

Louroc Restaurant

Eden-Roc Restaurant 

Eden-Roc Grill & Bar

Bellini Bar

La Rotonde Bar

Seafront private cabanas

Heated sea water swimming pool

5 clay tennis courts

Spa Eden-Roc by La Prairie and Fitness Center

Eden-Being Boutique and hairdresser

Champagne Lounge

Juice & Ice Cream Bar

Pétanque Strip

Aquariva Super made for Eden-Roc 
(upon availability)



A multitude of  
complimentary services

Transfers and meet & greet service upon arrival & departure

Breakfast

Unlimited soft drinks and mineral water

A seafront cabana during your stay 
(location based on availability)

Two one-hour body treatments per day

Video on demand

Wi-Fi connection

Local calls

Electric car

Car with driver for 5 hours per day

Butler, housekeeping and room service

Security guard

Laundry (excluding dry cleaning)
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First Floor
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Ground Floor
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